
MOUSE DEER!
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That's the answer to The Day Book's animal puzzle, printed
yesterday.

Scientists and bookish persons call it a "chevrotain." But IT
is a mouse deer, and is traceable to the same ancestry as the ordinary
deer. It is the smallest deer in the world. It is 84 inches high,
and weighs 60 ounces.

Some thousands of years, or during the middle Tertiary time,
this mouse deer's ancestors roamed over North America, but years
and years ago it took a dislike to our climate and moved to warmer
climes.

This one was found in India and was sold to Taylor Pyne, who
brought it to America and gave it to the New York zoo.

When the mouse deer lives at home, it is the most timid of ani-
mals, hiding in dense jungles, and is rarely seen, so shy is it.

It walks with a queer, stiff-legge- d, tip-toei- gait. Its head re-

sembles that of a mouse, except for the tusks. It has the legs and
hoofs of the deer family, while its body looks much like that of an
American rabbit when hunched up. Its fluffy fur is snow white,
except for a reddish tinge along the spine.
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Butterscotch.

Pour two tablespoons of vine-
gar into a cup of water and then
pour that, in turn, over a pound
of brown sugar. Put all into some
sort of burn-pro- saucepan,, such
as agate, and cook the contents
for ten minutes. Then add about
four tablespoons of butter and

boil all again until a drop hardens
in cold water. Pour into buttered
tins and mark off into squares as
it cools.

The difference between" a pill
and a hill is that one is hard to
get up and the other is hard to
get down.


